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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, My name is John Scarpulla, and I work for the SFPUC in the Wastewater Enterprise. I’m here to talk about our building’s Living Machine, which treats and recycles our building’s wastewater. Before I discuss the Living Machine, a little background on our building:It is a 277,000 square foot building, that houses around 930 employees is expected to receive LEED Platinum. Solar generates 8% of energy needs, Wind Turbines another 2% of the energy needs.Raised flooring system reduces heating, cooling, and ventilation energy costs by 51%.A Green concrete mix was used Post tension system that allows the building to move and absorb energy during a seismic event, similar to a suspension bridge. Safest building in SF. Immediate occupancy after earthquake.Save ratepayers approximately $3.7 billion in savings over the expected useful life of the building. (we were renting)I recommend signing up for a free building tour – it really is an incredible building, and a great place to work.



 
On-site Non-potable Water Use  

at SFPUC Headquarters 
 

Rainwater Harvesting System 
• 25,000 gallon cistern 
• Reuse for irrigation 
• 25 Micron Filtration  
• UV (optional) 

 
Living Machine 

• Collects and treats 
building’s wastewater 

• Reuse for toilet flushing 
• 5,000 gpd capacity 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have two SEPARATE water systems at our new building.First, we have a RWH system with a 25,000 gallon cistern. The RWH system captures rain from the roof and from the childcare centers play-area on Redwood Street, and diverts it to a storage tank. The harvested rainwater is then used for irrigation of trees and planters surrounding the building. We also have a Living Machine, which treats up to 5,000 gallons per day of the building’s wastewater (this includes gray and blackwater).The proprietary system uses beneficial microorganisms in a series of tidal and vertical flow wetlands to treat the wastewater.The Living Machine provides 100% of the water used for the low flow toilets and urinals in the building.  On-site non-potable water use reduces the water use in this building by approximately 60%. 



Living Machine Treatment Train 

1) Primary Tank 
2) Equalization and 
Recirculation Tanks 

6) Reclaimed Water Tank 

3) Tidal Flow  
     Wetlands 

4) Polishing Vertical  
    Flow Wetlands 

5) Disinfection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Living Machine is a trademarked brand name for a patented form of ecological wastewater treatment designed to mimic the cleansing functions of wetlands. The Living Machine utilizes a series of diverse ecologically engineered environments for treatment. This slide shows that wastewater entering the Living Machine system is directed through a series of treatment stages before it is reused for toilet flushing. 



System Placement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The treatment process takes place throughout the building. Some treatment occurs underneath the sidewalk, some outside in the ROW (sidewalk), some in the building’s lobby, and some in the basement.We will now go into the details of these various treatment processes.



Primary Treatment Tank 

• Wastewater directed to a primary treatment tank 
• Contains hydraulically separate trash chamber and settling chamber 

 
 

Trash Chamber 

Settling Chamber 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The treatment process begins with the building’s wastewater being directed to a dual chambered, 10,000 gallon primary treatment tank where the solids are separated and the influent is clarified and screened. The first chamber, called the trash chamber, receives sewage flow and screens coarse solids from the wastestream. From there, the water flows to the settling chamber. This chamber seperates settleable and floatable solids from the liquid that would cause problems in downstream processes. 



Primary Tank Photos 



Primary Tank Photos 



Equalization and Recirculation Tanks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After passing through a filtration strainer in the settling tank, the liquid stream then enters an equalization tank. This tank allows for influent flows to be stored during periods when they exceed treatment capacity and to be dosed to the system when it is ready for more water. The Living Machine Tidal Wetland treatment process operates best on a relatively steady influent flow pattern. Flow equalization allows influent flows to be stored during periods when they exceed treatment capacity and be dosed to the system during periods when influent flow is less than capacity. Wastewater flows are equalized by pumping from the equalization tank into recirculation tank over a period of 12 to 20 hours. The goal is to have maximum equalization volume available so that daytime flows, which typically are the majority of the influent volume, can be metered into system. Primary treated wastewater is pumped in doses from the equalization tank to the recirculation tank. The two tanks are connected by a 6 inch pipe. The Recirculation tank then doses the water to the first of the wetlands – the Tidal Flow Wetlands…



Equalization and Recirculation Tanks 



Tidal Flow Wetland 
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Presentation Notes
From the recirculation tank, water is pumped to the tidal-flow wetland cells which contain engineered media (gravel), vegetation, and micro-organisms.  The majority of the wastewater treatment takes place in these Tidal Flow Wetland Cells (located on Golden Gate Ave). These wetlands remove pollutants from wastewater by using microbial biofilms attached to the wetland media (gravel). Through programmed cycling of the water levels, the microbes are repeatedly introduced to the wastewater’s food supply, which cleans the water. Cells are filled from the bottom until the water level reaches a predetermined level, then drained by gravity back to the recirculation tank. The fill and drain process provides all of the oxygen necessary for high-treatment performance in a small footprint, without additional mechanical aeration. Cycle rates are adjusted based on influent loading, wastewater characteristics, and environmental conditions.The root zone of the vegetation growing in the wetland helps support the diverse micro-organism populations that conduct this treatment processes. They also add aesthetic beauty. MORE INFO IF NEEDEDWastewater enters the tidal flow wetlands, pumps alternately fill and drain the cells, thereby drawing in atmospheric oxygen promoting rapid oxidation of nutrients.The microbes thrive off of consuming the solids and organics in wastewater.



Tidal Flow Wetland – More Detail 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When cell fills, ammonium and carbon-a-ceous materials from digested proteins and carbohydrates are adsorbed and absorbed by aggregate and biofilm.During drain phase atmospheric oxygen oxidizes a portion of carbon-A-cious materials and a portion of ammonium to nitrite and nitrateIn a subsequent cycling, remaining carbon-A-ceous materials are removed as nitrate is converted back into di-nitrogen gas. An alternate pathway (anammox) removes ammonium and nitrite for high strength wastewater that is carbon limited. 



Tidal Flow Wetland - Construction 



Tidal Flow Wetlands 



Polishing Vertical Flow Wetlands 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water flows from the Tidal Wetland cells to the Vertical polishing wetland Cells. These cells are located on Polk Street and inside the building LobbyThese wetland cells remove any remaining organic material, ammonia nitrogen, and suspended solids. The polishing wetland contains subsurface piping arrangement that supply the water for vertical flow through the treatment media. Water trickles down through the media and plant roots, and collects in the underdrain system. Periodically, the polishing recirculation pump pumps water from the underdrain back to the surface dosing manifold The water is recirculated through the polishing wetland media to insure that the effluent leaving it is of high quality which will require minimal disinfection for reuse.



Polishing Vertical Flow Wetlands –  
Under Construction 



Polishing Vertical Flow Wetlands 



Disinfection Equipment 

2) 5μ Cartridge Filter 

3) Ultraviolet Disinfection 

4) Tablet Chlorinator 

1) 100μ Screen Filter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the Polishing Vertical Flow wetlands, the water is pumped to the disinfection room where it goes through two filters – first a 100 micron screen filter. Then a 5 micron cartridge filter. Filtering of the effluent is necessary to remove fine particles that will inhibit UV disinfection. After filtration, the water flows through Ultra Violet disinfection, and then through a tablet Chlorinator (Trichlor tabs). From there it is placed in a 5,000 gallon reclaimed water storage tank, and then when needed, it circulates through the building for toilet flushing purposes.There is also an ORP (Oxidation Reduction Potential) sensor in the Tank which senses when the reclaimed water needs additional chlorine and can automatically divert water back to the disinfection process if needed. Happens when water sits for a long time.



Operating the Living Machine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Living Machine system operation is fully automated through the control panel which operates all mechanical components of the system based on operator settings and sensor signals. A touch-panel human-machine interface (HMI) display is integrated into the inner door of the control panel. This touch panel provides a graphical interface to monitor system performance and to change system parameters. The Living Machine’s control system acquires readings from field sensors and switches within the panel, as well as user entered parameters to make operational decisions based on these inputs. This slide shows an Example screen shot from the HMI. The Control System for this project integrates operation of the rainwater collection and reuse system as well.The system can also be controlled remotely via computer or smartphone/tablet.



SFDPH Water Quality Requirements 
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Presentation Notes
The SFDPH set the water quality requirements for the Living Machine system. They are very similar to the requirements of Title 22 requirement, as can be seen in this chart.Our Living Machine has never failed to meet these water quality requirements. In fact, our Total Coliform level has never been above 1 MPN / 100 mL.Our BOD5 is almost always 5 mg/L, and our TSS are generally at 7 mg/L.Our Living Machine is providing high quality effluent every day without odors or coloring.We continuously monitor chlorine residual and test for Total coliform 5 days a week. 



Other SFDPH Safety Requirements 
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Presentation Notes
There are diversion valves and overflow structures at all stages of the treatment process, including before the living machine system, and after disinfection.All wetland cells are constructed in water-tight basins with a minimum of 12 inches between maximum water level and the rim of the basin. Water is not allowed to surface in the cells, and maximum water level is 6 inches below the top of the media surface. Overflow structures in each cell allow gravity overflow of water to the sewer in the case of malfunction of the pumping or drain-back systems.There is also a protective screen that has been installed at 4 inches below the top of the media surface to ensure that if someone wants to dig town and touch the wastewater, that they will not be able to.Per code requirements, there is signage in all bathrooms alerting users that recycled water is being used for toilet flushing purposes.Finally, an exhaustive cross-connection test was performed to ensure that no cross-connection between the potable and non-potable plumbing systems occurred.



Collaboration 
 
Public: San Francisco Department of Public Health & San Francisco 
Department of Building Inspection. 
 
Private: Living Machine Inc. & Aqua Nova Engineering 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Installing our Living Machine system took a lot of collaboration both with City family agencies and with private organizations. On the public side, we worked with our local Department of Public Health and Department of Building Inspection. On the private side we worked with Living Machine Inc. and Aqua Nova engineering to ensure that the system was properly designed, installed, and commissioned.



SFPUC On-Site Water Reuse Ordinance 
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Even with this collaborative process, the permitting of this system was difficult because there was not a streamlined permitting process or a formal regulatory framework. While going through this process, we saw how critical it was to establish them.In 2012, SFPUC staff, working in collaboration with our local Health Department and Building Inspection Department developed the San Francisco On-site Water Reuse Ordinance.This ordinance created a regulatory framework and streamed line permitting process to allow large developments in San Francisco to treat and reuse:RAINWATERSTORMWATERGRAYWATERFOUNDATION DRAINAGEBLACKWATER



SFPUC Provides Technical Assistance 
and Financial Incentives 
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• On-site Non-potable 
Guidebook 

• Water Use Calculator 
• Grant program 
• Project review meetings 
 
http://www.sfwater.org/np   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help project applicants through the permitting process, the SFPUC has created a number of tools. The first is a step-by-step guidebook for developers that walks them through the design and review process and includes basic information on construction and water quality requirements.We have a water use calculator that calculates on-site potable and non-potable water uses as well as on-site supplies available. The calculator includes default values for flow rate, fixture use counts, and occupancy and can give rough information just from knowing the type of occupancy and approx. square footage. We have a grant program to incentivize the installation of water recycling. Projects over 100,000 square feet may receive up to $250,000 for an on-site non-potable systems if it will replace all toilet flushing or lower overall water demands by at least 40%.And lastly we provide project review meetings and technical and regulatory assistance to projects to ensure appropriate projects are able to move through the process and get built in SF.We here at the SFPUC are hoping that developers will take advantage of these useful tools and install innovative onsite non-potable reuse systems.

http://www.sfwater.org/np


 

Any questions? 
 
John Scarpulla 
jscarpulla@sfwater.org  
http://www.sfwater.org/n

p  
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Presentation Notes
That is the end of my presentation.  Thanks so much for having me.  Does anyone have any questions?

mailto:jscarpulla@sfwater.org
http://www.sfwater.org/np
http://www.sfwater.org/np
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